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Understanding and evaluating
harms of AI-generated image
captions in political images

Habiba Sarhan* and Simon Hegelich

Political Data Science, Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany

The use of AI-generated image captions has been increasing. Scholars of disability

studies have long studied accessibility and AI issues concerning technology bias,

focusing on image captions and tags. However, less attention has been paid

to the individuals and social groups depicted in images and captioned using

AI. Further research is needed to understand the underlying representational

harms that could a�ect these social groups. This paper investigates the potential

representational harms to social groups depicted in images. There is a high risk

of harming certain social groups, either by stereotypical descriptions or erasing

their identities from the caption, which could a�ect the understandings, beliefs,

and attitudes that people hold about these specific groups. For the purpose of this

article, 1,000 images with human-annotated captions were collected from news

agencies “politics” sections. Microsoft’s Azure Cloud Serviceswas used to generate

AI-generated captions with the December 2021 public version. The pattern

observed from the politically salient images gathered and their captions highlight

the tendency of the model used to generate more generic descriptions, which

may potentially harm misrepresented social groups. Consequently, a balance

between those harms needs to be struck, which is intertwined with the trade-o�

between generating generic vs. specific descriptions. The decision to generate

generic descriptions, being extra cautious not to use stereotypes, erases and

demeans excluded and already underrepresented social groups, while the decision

to generate specific descriptions stereotypes social groups as well as reifies

them. The appropriate trade-o� is, therefore, crucial, especially when examining

politically salient images.
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1. Introduction

Vision-to-language technologies have been developed in an effort to improve
accessibility for people who are blind or visually impaired (BVI). Examples of such
technologies include the automatic alt text, developed on services such as PowerPoint,
Outlook, Word, or Facebook to automate image captioning systems. Wu et al. (2017)
conclude that automated-image captions assisted people from the BVI community and
made them more likely to engage with the content. However, as in many machine
learning applications, existing societal pre-judices and human biases can be perpetuated
and amplified by these tools (Campolo et al., 2017; Guo and Caliskan, 2021). Less attention
has been given to the AI-generated captions of politically salient images. Image captioning
technologies combine Natural Language Processing and Computer Vision, and produce
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a natural description of what the image entails (Luo et al., 2018;
Sharma et al., 2018; Barlas et al., 2021). Therefore, these tools also
blend the separate biases of each area. Studies of natural language
models that investigate religious categories show consistent and
strong religious bias, and their analogies enforce stereotypes
of different religious groupings, including Atheism, Buddhism,
Christianity, Islam, Judaism, and Sikhee (Nadeem et al., 2020;
Abid et al., 2021; Guo and Caliskan, 2021; Luccioni and Viviano,
2021). Using state-of-the-art language models like OpenAI’s GPT-3
platform and a corresponding programmatic API to automatically
complete sentences, Abid et al. (2021) illustrate how the word
“Jewish” is analogized to “money” in the test cases, whereas the
word “Muslim” is mapped to “terrorist.”

Existing work combines human and machine intelligence in
tasks such as image labeling and tagging, with the objective of
having “ground truth answers” (Yan et al., 2010; Kamar et al., 2012)
and concludes that there is a positive impact when human beings
are in the loop as they could assist in overcoming the shortcomings
of AI-generated image tags or labels, resulting in an overall user
satisfaction. However, while it is possible to have one ground truth
when labeling an object in an image, it is often contested on how to
decide what is worth describing and how it is being described in an
image. This makes the task of generating automated image captions
more complex than image tagging.

Moving on to Computer Vision and how it reinforces gender
stereotypes, Zhao et al. (2017) showed that images of shopping
malls are more likely to caption the presence of women. However,
images depicting people in white doctor’s/lab coats are most likely
to be identified as men (Stangl et al., 2020). The above-mentioned
examples are known to merely reflect common stereotypes. Those
stereotypes are also evident in controversial public statements
made by reporters and politicians, demonstrating the different
treatment of social groups seeking asylum. It is pivotal to be
aware of how governments give certain social groups preferential
treatment, as those distinctions lead to harmful biases that could
be adopted by technologies and consequently, amplify existing
biases. Recently, the Ukrainian-Russian war reveals how some
governments facilitate the entry of Ukrainian refugees and grant
them residency, while, in contrast, using drones to identify other
“illegal refugees” seeking asylum (Harlan and Zakowiecki, 2022).
Therefore, it is important to be aware of those societal biases and
develop technologies that are, inclusive of all social groups and,
on the other hand, treat different groups equally. Consequently,
representational harms caused by technologies should be examined
and mitigated.

2. Moving from bias to harms

Research has already discerned that AI is neither impartial
nor neutral, emphasizing that “datasets aren’t simply raw materials
to feed algorithms, but are political interventions” (Crawford and
Paglen, 2021). Popular computer vision datasets, such as ImageNet,
COCO, andOpenImages underrepresent geographical regions with
large populations, particularly in Africa, India, China, and South
East Asia (De Vries et al., 2019). Additionally, the classifications are
in English, and certain scenes and objects may not be associated

with a word in English (De Vries et al., 2019). Wang et al. (2022)
highlighted the distinction between datasets used for scientific vs.
commercial purposes; those are not the same datasets used to train
captioning models.

The technology community and academics have raised concerns
about where biases may be present in specific applications. Bias
is described in literature as the “reproduction of unjust and
harmful social hierarchies” (Crawford and Paglen, 2021), and
“disparities in performance” (Friedman and Nissenbaum, 1996)
relating to different social groups. There is a common theme
within AI to focus on physical appearances when an image depicts
women, whereas it focuses on professions when images depict men
(Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017; Stangl et al., 2020). Prior
research investigates different angles of bias including disability
bias (Hutchinson et al., 2020), religion bias (Abid et al., 2021),
gender bias (Hendricks et al., 2018; Bhargava and Forsyth, 2019;
Tang et al., 2021), racial bias (Zhao et al., 2017), and intersectional
bias (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018; Guo and Caliskan, 2021; Magee
et al., 2021). In addition to the complexity of the task, algorithmic
bias may exacerbate and duplicate the downstream consequences
of real-world racism and sexism and reproduce societal prejudices
with respect to an individual’s ethnicity, gender, sex, disability,
or religion (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018; O’Neil, 2018; Noble,
2021). It could also under-represent social groups as they are
under-sampled or excluded from datasets and consequently over-
represent other social groups.

Previous research highlighted that object recognition systems
were found to perform relatively poorly on household items,
which is more likely to occur in countries with low household
incomes. For instance, in the United States, object recognition is
around 15–20% more accurate than in Somalia or Burkina Faso.
These results are consistent with commercial cloud services for
object recognition, provided by Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud
Vision, IBM Watson, Amazon Rekognition, Clarifai (De Vries
et al., 2019). Moreover, research discovered how computer vision
algorithms perform with higher accuracy with lighter skinned
groups than darker skinned shades, where the prediction here is
almost a random chance (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018). There
is a common theme within AI to focus on physical appearances
when an image depicts women, whereas it focuses on professions
when images depict men (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Zhao et al.,
2017; Stangl et al., 2020). Several studies discussed how some
models predict gender based on the background scene in an image
and not based on correct gender evidence, which could lead to
“incorrect, and perhaps even offensive predictions.” Hendricks
et al. (2018) Consequently, those studies highlight the importance
of considering visual evidence of gender and not the context of an
image, especially if the background is a “kitchen” or a “snowboard,”
avoiding egregious errors (Zhao et al., 2017; Hendricks et al., 2018).
Although it is common tomeasure an algorithm’s accuracy in terms
of precision, Goodfellow et al. (2016) claim that this doesn’t always
take into consideration biases present in the training data. Vaswani
et al. (2017) emphasize the model’s capacity to recognize broad
patterns in data, with a preference for low-frequency information
over high-frequency information. This is consistent with Gebru
et al. (2018)’s concerns, which raised the possibility that the
sophistication and specificity of algorithms could not always be
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the main focus of cutting-edge advancements in AI. For this
reason, and in addition to the already-existing studies on bias,
research focus is shifting from the notion of bias to more specific
and tangible harms, i.e., allocational vs. representational harms
(Barocas et al., 2017).

On the one hand, allocational harms focus more on material
opportunities or services. For example, these harms involve giving
preferential treatment to a specific social group over another or
denying certain individuals services because of their race, gender,
ethnicity, or religion. By way of illustration, they are predominantly
relevant in AI systems, which decide on bank loans, university
admissions, employment, or judicial systems.

On the other hand, representational harms “affect the
understandings, beliefs, and attitudes that people hold about
specific social groups” and thus the standing of those groups
within society” (Katzman et al., 2023). Therefore, research on
representational harms focuses on whether different social groups
are represented equally and whether societies’ prejudices are
perpetuated and enhanced by technology. For example, object
recognition technologies were found to perform worse when asked
to recognize household items more likely to be found in countries
with low household income (De Vries et al., 2019), which results in
unbalanced over-representations of social groups located in high-
income countries. Unlike image tagging and object recognition
systems, where there is one “correct” answer applied through pre-
defined tags to objects at hand, image captioning systems “require
a more subjective and contextual choice of choosing what is worth
describing” (Wang et al., 2022). Consequently, the exploration of
harms is a challenge, as one cannot account for and anticipate all
potential harms that could be present in the captions generated.
Besides the harm of stereotyping social groups (Zhao et al., 2017;
Blodgett et al., 2020; Stangl et al., 2020), Katzman et al. (2023) add
the following representational harms:

• Depriving people of the freedom to self-define
• Reifying social groups
• Demeaning social groups
• Erasing social groups
• Alienating Social groups

A balance between those harms needs to be struck, which
is intertwined with the trade-off between generating generic vs.
specific descriptions. The decision to generate generic descriptions,
while being extra cautious not to use stereotypes, erases and
demeans excluded and already under-represented social groups,
while the decision to generate specific descriptions stereotypes
social groups as well as reifies them.

The appropriate trade-off is, therefore, crucial, especially when
examining politically salient images. This paper examines AI-
generated captions of politically salient images, and argues that
generating overly generic descriptions is as harmful as creating
overly specific captions. The questions we are attempting to address
are:What potential trade-offs should we take into account, and how
do we handle all those various biases and harms?

In order to demonstrate the various dimensions and complexity
of having those trade-offs, we have chosen exemplary images that
serve as examples to illustrate various biases and harms.

3. Methods

This paper does not seek to introduce a technical solution, but
investigates the AI-generated image captions of some exemplary
politically salient images to understand and evaluate potential
representational harms. On that account, the aim is to pave the road
for deeper explorations and offer insights on the possible mitigation
strategies of captioning political images. One thousand images
under the “politics” category and their human-annotated captions
were gathered from various news agencies, such as Al Arabiya, Al
Jazeera, BBC, CNN, The Guardian, India Today, and the New York
Times. In order to generate the AI captions, Microsoft’s Cognitive
Services was used. The images were uploaded to the Vision Studio
with the most recent available version by December 2021. The
human annotated captions do not describe the image, but rather its
context. Therefore, they are not used as the benchmark of what an
image should include. Prior research also states how crowd-sourced
“human-centric annotations on people’s images contain a wealth of
information beyond the image content” (Otterbacher et al., 2019)
and introduces “reporting bias,” which is the “discrepancy between
what exists and what peoplemention” (Misra et al., 2015). However,
for the purpose of this paper, human-annotated captions serve to
demonstrate what a comparatively more detailed caption could
include. Recent studies show the tendency to take image labels and
tags as a benchmark to measure whether the AI-generated captions
were able to identify important objects (Wang et al., 2022; Katzman
et al., 2023).

These images weren’t picked at random; rather, they have a
significant impact on how our study is understood. Rather than
being chosen for their simplicity or complexity, they are chosen for
their potential to offer significant new insights into larger socio-
political challenges. The selected examples in this article do not
purport to be representative of all potential cases. Instead, they
serve as illustrations of the various forms of harm that may occur.
They are meant to illustrate both the possible risks and advantages
that automated captioning may present. Therefore, rather than
making exhaustive generalizations, our main objective is to use
these scenarios to show some potential dangers.

The following section delves deeper to link those harms with
politically salient images. Subsequently, we focuses on the harm
of erasing social groups or their artifacts and landmarks from
captions. Following that is a short discussion about potential trade-
offs between the harms and generic vs. specific captions.

4. Results

4.1. Harms of describing politically salient
images

Mittelstadt et al. (2016) claim that algorithms pose challenges
that cannot always be attributed to clear failures; some effects are
questionable and yet appear ethically neutral, as they do not clearly
harm anyone. However, this is because AI systems may change how
we conceptualize the world and its social and political structures
(Floridi, 2014). According to Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996)
bias can arise from
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1. pre-existing social values,
2. “technical constraints” and,
3. context of use.

When linking those three biases with representational harms,
one can argue that a harm such as erasure derive from technological
constraints, conscious or unconscious social biases, and the use
of technology for tasks it is not designed to support. Therefore,
Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996) argue that technical biases
stem from either technological constraints, i.e., the description of
an image is wrong, or conscious design decisions, “which favor
particular groups without an underlying driving value” (Mittelstadt
et al., 2016). This paper argues that unconscious design results
in the erasure of social groups that are already under-represented
in reality, which could amplify existing political oppression and
uneven power structures. Excluding social groups, their artifacts, or
their landmarks might contribute to their existing marginalization
and imply that those social groups have a lower standing compared
to other social groups recognized by themodel. Therefore, the harm
of demeaning social groups or erasing them could be a result of
pre-existing social values from which a technology emerges. It is
important to state that those harms could stem from unconscious
behavior due to the inconclusiveness of a dataset, which leads to
the second bias type - technical constraints. Calders and Žliobaitė
(2013) present three types of scenarios for why data models could
lead to “discriminatory decision procedures.” The first type is
concerned with incorrect labels resulting from historical biases. The
second type deals with cases when particular data groups are under-
or over-represented. The third type focuses on incomplete data due
to attributes hidden for reasons of privacy or sensitivity. The three
types are predominantly relevant when examining politically salient
images.

When focusing on political images and their captions, we
highlight the difference between innocuous and obnoxious errors,
discussed in the following sections. Lastly, it is vital to delve into the
context of using image captions and whether it is appropriate for AI

FIGURE 1

AI caption: men with suits sitting at a table. Human-annotated

caption: Russian President Vladimir Putin (L) meets French President

Emmanuel Macron (R) on February 07, 2022 in Moscow, Russia.

Image taken by Anadolu Agency and can be found under: https://

www.businessinsider.com/macron-thinks-the-worst-is-yet-to-

come-in-ukraine-after-putin-call-2022-3.

to caption politically salient images (Friedman and Nissenbaum,
1996). To illustrate the trade-off between having generic vs.
specific AI-generated captions, we show the attributes that are not
mentioned in an image, yet are important for understanding it.
Figure 1 depicts the Russian president, Vladimir Putin, sitting at a
long table far from the French president, Emmanuel Macron. From
a political perspective, the long and giant table can be interpreted to
reflect the distanced and problematic diplomatic relations between
both countries. The AI-generated captions correctly described
the picture. However, certain nuances pivotal to understanding
the picture are missing. For example, the table could be more
specifically described as giant or long.

There may be one-off examples for which the model was not
able to recognize certain objects. However, this paper provides
a socio-technical perspective on potential representational harms
that could result from failing to capture certain attributes depicted
in politically salient images.

4.1.1. Flatness of the description
Floridi (2014) distinguish between intended and unintended

system failures. Dysfunction describes the system’s failure to
operate as intended, whereas malfunction alludes to unintended
harms and consequences. Mittelstadt et al. (2016) add that the mere
difference between the system malfunctioning and negative side-
effects is that malfunction is avoidable. Hence, image captioning
could be designed to generate generic captions while avoiding
malfunction and the resulting stereotypes. However, with generic
descriptions, especially those of politically salient images, other
harms emerge that erase and demean social groups. An example of
a generic description is: “The picture includes a man with a face.”
This generic caption definitely fails to show that the depictedman is
more than just a face. The man’s identity is being hidden or erased
for the sake of avoiding “malfunction.” Generic descriptions may
lead individuals to be described in an inaccurate way, because of
how simplified models and classes are used (Barocas, 2014), leading
to inconclusive and flat descriptions that can reduce people to just
a face.

4.1.2. Right captions, wrong contexts
This section discusses how captioning political images could

lead to insensitive captions that erase the lived realities of some
social groups. According to Burrell (2016), Machine Learning
presents unique challenges, since achieving the intended or
“correct” behavior does not always mean the absence of errors
or harms. While the AI-generated caption is not mistaken when
describing the following picture as people flexing their muscles
in Figure 2, the main message of this picture is ignored. In this
context and by diminishing the situation to just one man flexing
his muscles, the main purpose of this political image is lost. The
wounds visible in the picture, which are passed over by the model
entirely, erases the struggle and torture these men endured.

While this harm could arise simply from a technical constraint,
wherein the algorithm is simply not trained and designed to
recognize wounds, it could also be a symptom of using block-lists
to avoid describing cruel scenes. However, Calders and Žliobaitė
(2013) emphasize that incompleteness of data as well as “underlying
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FIGURE 2

AI caption: a man flexing his muscles. Human-annotated caption:

“Journalists Neamat Naqdi and Taqi Daryabi show their wounds in

their newspaper o�ce after being beaten and detained for hours by

Taliban fighters for covering a protest in Kabul.” Image taken by

Wakil Kohsar and can be found under: https://www.theguardian.

com/artanddesign/gallery/2021/sep/10/twenty-photographs-of-

the-week?CMP=share_btn_tw&page=with:img-16#img-16.

relations between different variables is not sufficient to remove the
sensitive attribute,” which results in generic captions that fail to
capture the political and social realities of certain social groups.
Barlas et al. (2021) investigate the image tagger’s fairness criteria
by asking participants whether they would prefer human-generated
or AI-generated image tags. They conclude that the human and
AI-generated tags were deemed to be equally unfair across all
images. Political correctness was one of the ten dimensions used
in the study to define fairness. Participants favored AI-generated
tags in this dimension because they gave more conservative word
selections. The question is whether using conservative wording
and eliminating objectionable tags from the database is a solution
to the underlying harms or merely a workaround (Barlas et al.,
2021). Removing offensive tags from the database could create a
more appropriate tag and, consequently, avoid a failure to exhibit
political correctness. However, such limitations also lead to harms,
as in the context of captioning politically salient images. Those
limitations could erase and demean social groups and their lived
realities. In another illustration, the AI-generated caption does
not mention the rubbish bin depicted in the image and describes
the following image as a person carrying a bag (Figure 3). To
understand the hidden political meaning behind this image, the
rubbish bin should be described. By specifying that there is a
rubbish bin and that this person has his/her hand inside it, could
shed light on the pension reform problems of the global north
and how some seniors struggle to maintain a decent living and
therefore, have to search for glass or plastic bottles in the bin for
their refund.

4.1.3. When the system is wrong
The next example concerns what happens when the caption is

simply wrong and therefore malfunctions. “Unethical algorithms

FIGURE 3

AI-generated caption: a person carrying a bag. Human-annotated

caption: “Many pensioners and unemployed people in Berlin are

turning to an unusual means of supplementing their meager

incomes: collecting discarded deposit bottles. They can return them

to stores or supermarkets for a few cents per bottle.” Image taken by

Martin Schutt and can be found under: https://www.spiegel.de/

international/germany/pensioners-in-berlin-collecting-deposit-

bottles-to-supplement\discretionary-income-a-823409.html#

fotostrecke-6edec5e1\discretionary-0001\discretionary-

0002\discretionary-0000-000000078383.

can be thought of as malfunctioning software-artifacts that do not
operate as intended” (Mittelstadt et al., 2016). We argue that the
captions’ malfunctioning when describing the realities of children
in the global south leads to unethical, harmful algorithms. In the
context of describing different social groups, Figure 4 illustrates
how a caption can misrepresent the realities of children. It is clear
that some attributes, linked to the identities of social groups in
underdeveloped countries, are being overlooked and mistaken for
objects that are predominantly found in more developed countries
(De Vries et al., 2019). Figure 4 shows how the system mistakes
the pot for drums and mistakes the actions of those children for
playing instead of describing that the children are waiting in line.
The AI-generated caption denigrates the lived experiences depicted
in this image and hence, fails to acknowledge the injustices those
children are facing, such as malnutrition and poverty, leading to a
noxious error. While it is important to highlight that the task of
image captions is to merely describe what is depicted by an image
and not to interpret it, failing to generate a caption that describes
those children could result in their erasure and imply that they have
a lower standing within society.

Another demeaning example of a wrong caption is mistaking
a stick for a gun and therefore, hallucinating objects that are
not present in the image. Captioning the presence of a gun in a
picture containing a possible dark-skinned child is a loaded error
which enforces societal prejudices about black people and violence.
This hallucination has far-reaching harm and could be tied to the
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FIGURE 4

AI-caption: a group of children playing drums. Human-annotated

caption: “South Sudanese refugee children line up for breakfast at a

reception centre in Kakuma after fleeing fighting in their country.

Most arrived desperately hungry.” Image taken by World Vision and

can be found under: https://www.hu�post.com/archive/ca/entry/

children-humanitarian-crisis_b_10131362.

historical institutionalization of discrimination in data that affects
popular Western understandings, beliefs, and attitudes about the
African community and therefore, has an impact on their status
within society. Whilst this hallucination is most likely to be a
one-off error, it is harmful because of the pre-existing historical
evidence of black people being associated with more violence than
white people (Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018; Magee et al., 2021).
Therefore, the intersection of being black and the hallucination
of a gun leads to a more harmful and complex socio-technical
challenge than any picture depicting a white person, when focusing
on politically salient images.

4.1.4. When the system is specific
It is worthwhile to state that the AI-generated captions were

also able to generate more specific captions. In Figure 5, the AI-
generated caption did a better job of describing the image than
the human-annotated caption, which focused on the context and
the story behind this picture. The caption, mistakenly, describes
a hut as the Kasubi Tombs, which is a landmark in Uganda and
considered an important spiritual and political place for the Ganda
people in Kampala. This proves that AI is able to identify and
describe important landmarks located in African countries, and
therefore, include sites that are important for the identity of those
social groups, as well as recognizing the landmark’s outstanding
universal value. Nonetheless, huts are an integral part of society
and are of high value to the community as a whole. Therefore, it
is important to be able to recognize huts and to examine whether
this incident was just a one-off error due to technical failure or
a sign of systematic error. In the case of a systematic error, this
is dangerous as it might lead to erasing an essential part of the
African culture and identity, as huts provide shelter and protection
for specific communities.

FIGURE 5

AI-caption: a man carrying a child with Kasubi Tombs in the

background. Human-annotated caption: “Even before the most

recent displacement crisis, nearly 1.3 million people were displaced

in the country or across its borders.” Central Africa Image taken by

Tom Peyre-Costa and can be found under: https://www.aljazeera.

com/gallery/2021/3/18/families-forced-into-a-deadly-spiral-in-

central-african-republic.

4.1.5. When the system is right
The AI-generated captions were also able to describe image

just as well as the human-annotated caption. Generally the human-
annotated captions relied primarily on background stories from
where the picture was taken. In addition to that, the AI-generated
caption was able to also generate specific captions that captures
the essence of the activity depicted in images. For instance, the AI
generated captions were able to describe a man’s turban, his white
beard, and his background. Given the importance of the turban’s
meaning for some communities, the caption did a decent job,
including it in the description because this headdress is a tradition
and sign of nobility in specific social groups. A further example is
recognizing headscarves, which is a sign of identity.

Furthermore, the model was also able to describe the activities
of the people depicted in the images. The AI-generated caption
correctly describes an image as a group of people fetching water
(Figure 6). Although the image scenery is predominantly familiar
in the global south, the model was able to understand that this
act and behavior can be described as “fetching water.” The caption
was able to capture the essence of what this group was doing and
use the same verb as the human-annotated caption. Moreover, the
AI-generated caption described the scene better than the human-
annotated caption, where background information was used in the
human-annotated caption.

Besides captioning people fetching water, the model was also
able to generate a decent caption, given a complex environment.
Figure 7 is described by the AI-generated caption as: “A person
and a child riding on a vehicle with a child on the back.” This is a
reasonable caption and themodel did a decent job; however, certain
nuances are missing as the human-generated caption is slightly
different. The human-generated caption described the vehicle as a
cart. Although the words cart and vehicle are synsets, their meaning
is slightly different. A vehicle is defined as a piece of “mechanized
equipment,” which gives the wrong impression when mistaking a
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FIGURE 6

AI-caption: a group of people fetching water. Human-annotated

caption: “Members of coal workers’ community fetch drinking water

from a pipe at a coal depot near an open-cast mine in Dhanbad.”

Image taken by Altaf Qadri and can be found under: https://www.

aljazeera.com/gallery/2021/11/1/photos-climate-crisis-saved-by-

coal-far-from-cop26-another-reality-in-india.

FIGURE 7

AI caption: a person and a child riding on a vehicle with a child on

the back. Human-annotated caption: “A Fulani nomadic tribe

member sits on a cart as she travels in the Barkedji-Dodji Forest, an

area which is part of the Great Green Wall of the Sahara and the

Sahel.” Image taken by Zohra Bensemra and can be found under:

https://www.aljazeera.com/gallery/2021/7/29/senegalese-plant-

circular-gardens-in-green-wall-defence.

cart for a vehicle. Describing the following means of transportation
as a cart leads to a better understanding of the image.

There could be several reasons why the AI-generated caption
chose to describe this transportation mode as a vehicle. On the one
hand, it could simply be a symptom of a technical constraint, as the
cart is obscured in the image. On the other hand, it could also mean
that the model is not familiar with carts and therefore, labels it as a
vehicle, something which fits better with a predominantly Western
life-style.

The next case demonstrates a scenario in which the model
makes a predictable mistake; however, it also leads us to question
whether this mistake is appropriate or not. The caption confuses

FIGURE 8

AI-caption: a couple of people wearing blue and yellow raincoats.

Human-annotated caption: “Afghan women clad in burqas carry

secondhand clothes to wash before trying to sell them.” Image

taken by Farzana Wahidy and can be found under: https://www.

theguardian.com/culture/gallery/2021/sep/15/photographic-print-

sale-to-raise-funds-for-afghans-female-journalists?CMP=

share_btn_tw&page=with:img-5#img-5.

burqas with raincoats, which is understandable, but could also
potentially be observed as hostile discrimination against people
wearing burqas (Figure 8).

Moreover, more transparency is needed to understand on which
basis the model chooses to caption guns. There were instances
where images contained guns, but the caption mentions the gun
only in the picture depicting non-European social groups. When
describing and comparing images, the model deemed different
aspects as important and decided differently on what is worth
mentioning. It is important to investigate whether systematic
differences between different social groups and identities occur in
these cases of captioning political images.

The next section discusses erasure in terms of the impact of
representational harms when captioning politically salient images,
highlighting why erasure is harmful and dangerous to under-
sampled and under-represented social groups.

4.2. Addressing the trade-o�s

When examining political images and their AI-generated
captions, the representational harm of erasure is most notable for
ignoring or failing to recognize social groups’ important attributes,
artifacts, or landmarks, which could lead to dehumanization and
discrimination. Katzman et al. (2023) identify examples where
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omitting words from captions could lead to harmful erasure. These
are summarized as follows:

• When the caption is too vague
• When the system ignores important aspects of an image
• When the entity & group identity are not named
• When the model consistently misnames objects, artifacts, or

landmarks belonging to specific social groups

Those categories aim to “capture instances in which identity is
critical to appropriately understanding the context of the image,
but the model does not provide it, and in doing so, erases the
relevance of that group identity” (Katzman et al., 2023). To
compare the above mentioned types of erasure, Katzman et al.
(2023) examine the landmarks, attributes, and artifacts of social
groups mentioned in the human-annotated captions, but not the
AI-generated captions. Another measurement approach to capture
erasure is through noting the presence or absence of important
attributes. For example, when a machine learning model is able to
identify a Bible but fails to recognize a Quran or a Torah, it shows
that the training data was biased .

The following sections link the above-mentioned types of
erasure with their potential consequences for social groups.

4.2.1. Too vague
Captions can become vague when the human-annotated

caption identifies people or named entities which are not
mentioned by the AI-generated caption, or when the description
is more general and vague than needed. As an example of vague
captions, Katzman et al. (2023) mention women suffragists
described as walking instead of marching, which undermines the
reality of those women. When examining political images and the
potential harm of erasure, it is crucial to consider the trade-off
between generating generic vs. specific descriptions.

The pattern observed from the collected images and their
captions is that the model tends to generate generic captions and
describe all social groups as one homogeneous entity. By way of
illustration, people demonstrating and holding signs, regardless of
the social group and their setting, were predominantly captioned
as: “A group of people holding signs,” “A group of people in
clothing,” “A large crowd of people,” and “A group of people
holding flags.”

Demonstration images are captioned vaguely, even when
they take place in different countries and for different causes.
The social groups depicted are located in Brazil, Costa Rica,
Ethiopia, Scotland, Sudan, Tunisia, the United States, and
the West Bank. As seen from signs visible in the crowds, the
events vary from demonstrations about abortion laws, climate
change, and oppressive regimes to protests about COVID-19
regulations. However, all those protesters and their objectives
are captioned simply as a group of people holding signs or
flags.

Although there are existing technologies capable of reading
the signs as well as identifying flags of countries, it is clear that
this is not a technological constraint but merely a choice to adhere
to generic descriptions in this context. The choice of description

level, such as captioning sign content and identifying flags, has
two different sides. On the one hand, the model is neutral and
objective, as it does not identify any content for any social group,
no matter their differences, representing all social groups equally.
Having neutral and vague captions could be beneficial as it could
be risky if the model interfered with the content and identified the
main reasons that protesters are on the streets. Political images are
very sensitive and controversial in nature. If protesters are depicted
in one image, the caption might be biased toward/against the
demonstrations and therefore, risk showing semantic preference
for one social group over the other, thus promoting opinion.
Consequently, the threat of treating one opinion as having lower
social standing could perpetuate the belief that one ideology is
superior to the other.

On the other hand, generic description erases the
demonstrators’ identity and fails to acknowledge their causes.
In some of those pictures, individuals are in hostile situations
where they are willing to risk their lives for what they believe in. By
treating all social groups as one homogeneous entity, the captions
fail to recognize human differences and therefore, fails to recognize
the right to protest and freedom of expression.

4.2.2. Ignoring order
Moving on to the recognition of political figures, the general

observation was that the model was able to recognize prominent
politicians. In addition to recognizing them, the model was able to
accurately give a detailed description of what the image depicts. The
model was able to mention the names of prominent political figures
from the global South and North equally. For example, recognizing
Samia Sululu, the president of Tanzania, and captioning that
she is wearing a red scarf. However, the interesting pattern to
observe, and to further examine, is how politicians are ordered in a
given caption. When several politicians from different nations are
depicted in one image, the order of politicians does not align with
the order mentioned in the human-annotated captions. The norm
with human-annotated captions is to name politicians standing
from left to right, which has been adopted by several news agencies.
However, the model randomly orders the names of politicians
in a caption. It is important to examine whether the order of
politicians visible in an image is necessary to understand the
political context. For instance the AI-generated caption mentions
politicians standing in the second row and leaves out prominent
politicians standing in the first row from the caption. Giving the
name of a politician standing at the back of the picture as the
first name gives viewers the impression that this person is the
center of attention and therefore, might deceive users, leading
them to understand, and interpret political relationships differently.
An essential design decision to examine is whether the order of
politicians displayed in photos is important for people using image
captions and their understanding of the image. People who are
blind or visually impaired, as well as other users, must be involved
in these inquiries.

4.2.3. Consistent misnaming
The next erasure topic is the consistent mis-naming of

attributes or artifacts belonging to a specific social group. It
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FIGURE 9

AI-caption: a group of women in white dresses. Human-annotated

caption: “Indonesian Muslim women pray in Jakarta.” Image taken

by Adek Berry and can be found under: https://www.theguardian.

com/world/gallery/2009/nov/27/islam-religion.

FIGURE 10

AI-caption: a man wearing a hat. Human-annotated caption:

“Tuntiak Katan, vice-coordinator of the Indigenous Organizations of

the Amazon Basin.” Image taken by Robert Perry and can be found

under: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2021/

nov/02/cop26-global-leaders-begin-talks-in-pictures.

is concerned with identifying systematic errors and not just
one-time-off incidents. Systematic errors can be measured by
gathering a great deal of data to be able to conclude an in-depth
analysis and examination to identify which social groups are being
systematically harmed by the consistent misapplication of their
belongings. In addition to that, it is also important to survey those
social groups and understand the impact of this systematic error on
their political and social standing within society.

A possible systematic error requiring further investigation is
that of religious clothing which has been misnamed as costumes
or dresses (Figure 9), which could be degrading and demeaning
for those affected. In another observation (Figure 10), neither the
human-annotated caption nor the AI-generated caption mention
that this man is wearing a traditional headpiece, rather calling it

FIGURE 11

AI-caption: a group of people in traditional dress. Human-annotated

caption: “Spectators watch the camel race.” Image taken by Michele

Cattani and can be found under: https://www.aljazeera.com/

gallery/2021/9/21/ingall-niger-hosts-camel-race-sahara-desert.

a hat. Whereas this caption did a decent job describing the man,
there is a trade-off when choosing to generate a generic description.
Potential harms need to be explored when representing indigenous
groups; perhaps those groups depicted in images would find it
offensive and demeaning to describe their traditional headgear as
just a hat.

4.2.4. Group identity not used
Another theme of erasure is when a group’s identity is

mentioned in the human-annotated caption but not in the AI-
generated one. Here the focus is on traditional clothing. Specifically,
the model should recognize that the clothing depicted is special
and, therefore, the caption provides a more specific description
that is important for social groups’ identities as well as the general
understanding of the image. It is important that the exemplary
model (Figure 11) was able to recognize traditional clothing, in
which the AI-generated caption correctly described certain images
as a group of people in traditional clothing.

However, other captions illustrate different scenarios, in
which human-annotated captions mention “traditional” clothing,
whereas the AI-generated caption does not mention the word
traditional. It is important to highlight that in some cases, when
group identity is not relevant, this may be innocuous. The model
successfully describe traditional clothing, in some instances, by
recognizing garments.

4.2.5. Named entity not named
The next erasure incident occurs when a named entity is

mentioned in the human-annotated caption, but not the AI-
generated caption. It is important to emphasize that, “often,
Machine Learning researchers omit identity data in an attempt to
remain universally objective or to avoid bias” (Abid et al., 2021;
Bennett et al., 2021). However, remaining universally objective
could also lead to harmful consequences, thus worsening inequities
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FIGURE 12

AI-caption: a group of people standing on a stone path with a

building on the side. Human-annotated caption: “People walk

toward the Lalish temple.” Image taken by Ismael Adnan and can be

found under: https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2021/

oct/11/yazidis-visit-holiest-temple-during-autumn-assembly-in-

pictures.

FIGURE 13

AI caption: a group of people lying on the beach. Human-annotated

caption: “Migrants rest as they take part in a caravan heading to

Mexico City, in Nuevo Milenio Valdivia, Mexico.” Image taken by

Daniel Becerril and can be found under: https://www.reuters.com/

news/picture/migrant-caravan-limps-north-through-mexi-

idUSRTXJK8A19.

for already marginalized people. The next observation links several
erasure incidents and highlights how ignoring social groups and
consistentlymisnaming their belongings, as well as the conscious or
unconscious decision not to name an entity, are highly intertwined.

An observation worth noting and investigating is the mis-
naming of Yazidi temples as caves as well as the failure to
recognize the Lalish Temple (Figure 12). Describing Yazidi temples
as caves is not just demeaning but also enforces and amplifies
existing discrimination toward this social group. Whereas not
recognizing the landmarks or temples of other social groups might
be innocuous, erasing this particular temple is harmful due to
the underlying political motivations of certain countries, which
attempt to eradicate the Yazidi. Therefore, not identifying their

temples and especially the Lalish temple, which according to the
UNESCO all worshippers from around the world visit, puts Yazidi
identity in danger.

Figure 13 divulges the sensitivity needed to describe images of
people who are persecuted and oppressed. From a mere technical
perspective, one has to state that the model did a decent job
describing the setting of the images and captioning the temple
as a cave. From a socio-technical perspective, however, there are
underlying harms in failing to recognize such a landmark, which
amplifies injustices these social groups face.

Therefore, the attempt to remain universally objective in order
to avoid bias can be harmful to politically persecuted/marginalized
social groups, and this neutrality, in return, amplifies political
injustices. Training AI to be universally objective may generate
relatively “correct” but generic descriptions, which could impose
systematic erasure and unconsciously participate in further
endangering, for example, Yazidis. In this case, image captions
should be used to safeguard artifacts and landmarks that are
important for specific groups. Therefore, those who train AI
should strive to equally represent various social groups and their
belongings.

5. Discussion

The trade-offs between the harms and the trade-off between
the description level (generic vs. specific captions) are closely tied
to the application purposes of the system (Barocas et al., 2021).
The context of describing political images differs significantly
from captioning images depicting nature or landmarks, as there
is a higher risk of harming social groups, either by employing
stereotypical descriptions or erasing their identities from the
caption.

Several patterns were observed after looking at the gathered
images and their AI-generated captions. There is an overall
tendency toward generating more generic descriptions and,
therefore, choosing not to stereotype social groups and not deny
them the opportunity to self-define. It should be noted that the
effort to generate equal captions for all different social groups
is evident. However, preferring overly generic description creates
different harm levels for different groups. The motivation to treat
all social groups in a neutral and equal way might be in return
dehumanizing and exclusionary, as the context and the living
situations of social groups in the global south and the global north
differ significantly.

Generic captions, therefore, more accurately describe the living
conditions of those in the global north. This is caused by very
particular contextual and historical factors that are difficult for the
model to caption. Nevertheless, generic description amplifies the
harm of erasure beyond what the computer vision model exhibits,
as the political and social realities of specific social groups are
misrepresented, particularly if they are from the global south.

The following examples illustrate the sensitivity of captioning
politically salient images and highlight the differences between
innocuous and obnoxious AI hallucinations of objects that are not
depicted in an image.

Figure 13 shows people lying on the street. The AI captions it
as: “A group of people lying on the beach.” This hallucination of
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FIGURE 14

AI caption: a person standing on a rocky beach with many birds.

Human-annotated caption: “A man who scavenges recyclable

materials for a living walks past Marabou storks feeding on a

mountain of rubbish amid smoke from burning trash at Dandora,

the largest dump in the capital, Nairobi.” Image taken by Brian

Inganga and can be found under: https://www.theguardian.com/

artanddesign/gallery/2021/sep/10/twenty-photographs-of-the-

week?CMP=share_btn_tw&page=with:img-18#img-18.

FIGURE 15

AI caption: a group of people lying on the beach. Human-annotated

caption: “People sunbathe as workers clean the contaminated

beach.” Image taken by Ringo HW Chiu and can be found under:

https://www.theguardian.com/news/gallery/2021/oct/12/

columbus-defaced-turkish-mosaics-guard-tuesday-best-photos.

a beach is harmful, as it erases the sufferings of migrants who are
resting on the streets and therefore, is insensitive. Figure 14 shows
a person standing in rubbish with storks in the background. The AI
captions this as follows: “A person standing on a rocky beach with
many birds.” Although the caption included birds, it describes an
overly relaxed and luxurious lifestyle, thus losing authentic contact
with reality.

There are also cases where the model does not hallucinate
but generates overly generic descriptions. It is important to note
that not all generic captions are harmful. However, in the case of
politically salient images, it is essential to examine unnecessary
vagueness and focus on the different harm levels affecting different

FIGURE 16

AI caption: a group of people on a beach. Human-annotated

caption: “People are brought ashore from a lifeboat at Dungeness in

Kent. Hundreds of refugees and migrants crossed the Channel this

week after the weather improved.” Image taken by Gareth Fuller and

can be found under: https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/

gallery/2021/sep/10/twenty-photographs-of-the-week?CMP=

share_btn_tw&page=with:img-18#img-18.

social groups. More detailed captions are able to identify surfers
and beaches whereas, more details are needed to capture aspects
that extinguish image contexts. Describing images that depict
beaches and people with a generic caption such as “A group of
people on a beach” (Figure 15) is not in itself wrong. However,
the fact that the model chooses to unite all social groups with the
same or similar captions promotes the erasure of social realities
by ignoring important objects in an image that could specify the
situation and are important to viewers’ understanding. By way
of illustration, the model could be trained to identify life-jackets
or life-boats (Figure 16), which will indicate a significant change
in the description and thus relate more to the realities of certain
groups.

Consequently, it is inappropriate to describe different lifestyles
equally and without the necessary specificity, as one cannot equate
surfing or sunbathing with refuge and, therefore, the following
captions might be misleading. Figures 15, 16 show how the same
caption or similar descriptions affect social groups unevenly.
The generic description trivializes misrepresents the cruel lived
experiences of refugees. Suffice to say, generic descriptions of
images in the context of politically salient images are as harmful
as having captions that are too specific and stereotypical. Deciding
on an appropriate trade-off between those harms is a complex task,
which requires a socio-technical approach going forward. This
plays a pivotal role when examining political scenes and the role of
technology within those spaces.

According to Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996), AI developers
are responsible for creating appropriate solutions for diverse
contexts governed by the different ethical codes of diverse groups.
There is a growing tendency in literature that supports the
development of collaborative ethical frameworks for AI systems
(Mittelstadt et al., 2016). This growing tendency is also found
in non-profit organizations such as Algorithmic Justice League,
whose mission is to lead a “cultural movement toward equitable
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and accountable AI.”
However, those movements and NGOs fall short when it comes

to dealing with powerful countries, as mentioned by the AI Now
report, published in 2019 (Campolo et al., 2017). The report
covers the incident that occurred when Microsoft funded an Israeli
company, AnyVision, a surveillance company that uses facial
recognition technology to track the movements of Palestinians.
After public upheaval, Microsoft then opened an investigation
to assess the company’s compliance with its own Responsible
AI Standard. This shows that we must not just focus on the
technology but the broader political circumstances within which
AI is developed.

Efforts to regulate and standardize AI ethics, such as the EU AI
ethics regulations which emphasize the importance of human-in
the loop guidelines, fall short as they are not always feasible and
suitable to all applications. Furthermore, those ethical standards
and regulations are predominantly developed by corporations,
organizations, and countries of the global north (Greene et al.,
2019; Krupiy, 2020; Schiff et al., 2020). Crawford and Paglen
(2021) present evidence on the politics behind training sets and
their potential harms to representation and self-identification. For
example, ImageNet is a widely used and “critical asset for computer
vision research,” allowing online labor platforms such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk to label huge quantities of images and therefore,
enforce their own views on how images should be labeled and
viewed. Further illustrations show how, for research purposes,
race and gender labels are being crowd-sourced using Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (Zhao et al., 2021). Research has also covered
how image description datasets such as Flickr30K and MS COCO
“show a high degree of variation in the ways that crowd-workers
talk about the world,” making various inferences about people
depicted in images, especially their ethnicity and demographic
related attributes (Misra et al., 2015). Several taxonomies have been
introduced to serve as a reference point for how people should
be described (Otterbacher et al., 2019). Scholars have suggested
adopting group fairness approaches, addressing questions such
as “what’s worth reporting” in an image, in terms of sensitive
attributes, and “is group fairness respected?” (Van Miltenburg
et al., 2018).

Creating image caption technologies that are universal and can
serve people worldwide is a challenge. While such technologies
have increased accessibility for e.g., the BVI community, developers
still bear great responsibility, particularly in ensuring that caption
systems work fairly everywhere—regardless of the socioeconomic
status or cultural background of the people depicted. Therefore,
there has to be a common understanding that non-inclusive
algorithms can have severe consequences for individuals, social
groups, and even whole societies. The choices designers make must
be transparent, fair, and inclusive.

Existing social hierarchies that undermine the equal
representation of disadvantaged social groups must be dismantled
by improving transparency criteria for image caption development.
Beyond the influences of human subjectivity, the controversial
nature of political images increases captioning complexity due
to the multiplicity of interpretations. Computer Vision systems
often have biases and limits to their ability to represent the
world’s complexity as well as the intersectionality of people’s lives.
As a result, representational harms amplify injustices faced by

FIGURE 17

AI-generated caption: a person and a child in the snow.

Human-annotated caption: “Hindu devotees perform rituals in

Yamuna river, covered by chemical foam caused by industrial and

domestic pollution, during Chhath Puja festival.” Image taken by

Altaf Qadri and can be found under: https://www.aljazeera.com/

gallery/2021/11/11/india-hindus-yamuna-river-pollution-chhath-

puja.

marginalized social groups (Keyes, 2018; Bennett and Keyes, 2020).
Crawford et al. emphasize that object recognition algorithms are
mostly designed and developed in a white, western andmiddle class
context (Crawford and Paglen, 2021), failing to recognize common
household objects that are more often found in “non-Western
countries or in low-income communities” (De Vries et al., 2019).
We argue that, in addition to object recognition algorithms, image
caption models also reflect the prevalence of western dynamics and
realities. The captions of politically salient images, because they
are generic, fail to describe the political realities of social groups
in under-developed countries. These captions may be misleading,
deceiving, or inefficacious.

Hence, representational harms must be examined further to
assess their impact on two exemplary groups. The first consists
of people within the BVI community living in the global south,
as academic research on this topic mostly includes BVI people
in high-income countries (Salisbury et al., 2017; Bennett et al.,
2021; Stangl et al., 2021). Therefore, it is important to include
the political needs and wants of the BVI community in different
global regions (Mozur, 2019), and to start a debate on the desired
caption cultures. The second social group who are affected by
captioning systems are those depicted in images. These various
social groups can be affected by representational harms, as they
might be under-sampled in datasets, misrepresented, or excluded
from captioning systems. Little to no research has engaged
with the harms caused by captions to the people in the images
themselves.

5.1. Future challenges

Datasets should be continuously updated to capture the
fast changing pace of the real world. Climate change also
has unprecedented consequences in the domain of computer
vision. Figure 17 illustrates how the AI-generated caption
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understandably mistakes foam for snow. The chemical foam
is caused by industrial and domestic pollution in India.
Whether the AI distinction between foam and snow is currently
technically feasible or not is not the main point. The aim
is to shed light on the need to keep an eye on our rapidly-
changing earth as a result of human activity. The realities of
various social groups are subject to change, which emphasizes
the fact that datasets need to capture this dynamic nature
as well.

6. Conclusion

Current automated image captioning solutions are still not
robust enough to be used to describe critical and grievous political
images, as those captions could be very insensitive and harmful
to under-represented social groups. Further investigations need
to explore the limits of image captions and their accompanying
representational harms to different social groups. Therefore, we
must emphasize that the claim that image captions have reached
human parity falls short when describing politically salient images,
and makes it seem like image captioning is a solved problem.
When corporations define their tasks and train models on non-
inclusive data, the technology fails to include under-sampled
and underrepresented social groups. In order to really achieve
human parity when captioning politically salient images, one has
to think of the task as a strong AI problem, perhaps requiring
Artificial General Intelligence to be able tomake the expectedmoral
decisions. Unfortunately, this is currently unattainable. Scholars are
introducing theories such as userism (Hegelich, 2022) to emphasize
that mere technological solutions fall short when dealing with
socio-technical problems. The expectation that AI will capture
historical content to do justice to all social groups is unrealistic.
Because of the multifaceted nature of politically salient pictures,
overgeneralized demands will be impossible tomeet from a political
standpoint. It may suffice for a model to understand that sensitive
content, such as a wound, is evident, to recognize where things
could go wrong, and to warn users that this image requires human
review. AI Technology is still developing and this maturity level
adds additional complexity. However, when examining politically
salient images, the representational harms outweigh the benefits
of simple and inexpensive AI programs. Consequently, one has to
question whether the current state of AI could, and if so, should,
even solve this problem.
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